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quarks as jets of hadrons



jet as a “string” of hadrons
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Lund fragmentation



comparing hadron multiplicities

from gluon & quark jets





seeing vs. defining jets  
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Jets as projections



QCD jets flowchart
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why the relative       ? 



cones with  Split Merge (SM)
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what seeds do you see? 

originally    [ JetClu, Atlas ] :

all particles above some threshold 

Midpoint Cone [ Tevatron Run II ] :

 +midpoints btw stable cones as seeds

cones with  Split Merge (SM)
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rescuing cones : two directions



essential characteristics of cones ?



essential characteristics of cones ?



strange it may seem, 
but sequential recombination 

can be adjusted to give 
“circular jets”



adapting sequential recombination to give circular jets
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Thus, Snowmass is solved.

But that was the problem of the 1990s ...

What are the problems 
we should be trying to solve 

in the LHC epoch ? 



Which jet definition(s) to use for LHC ?

choice of  algorithm (kt, anti-kt, SISCone, ...)
choice of  parameters (R, ...)

can we address these questions 
systematically

i.e. scientifically ? 



what R is best to isolate a jet ?
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fate of a resonance peak
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fate of a resonance peak







about 100,000 plots for various jet algorithms, 
narrow qq and gg resonances 

can be found at  http://quality.fastjet.fr 
Cacciari, Rojo, Salam & Soyez, 2008





doing physics with jets : boosted heavy particles



example : “Higgsstrahlung” - WH/ZH @ LHC
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the tool



















comparing jet algorithms





conclusions



conclusions

“eternal” fight btw kt and cone jet finding 
algorithms is finally over

competitive and theoretically sound SIScone 
(Seedless Infrared Safe) cone algorithm constructed

fast (the fastest !) kt jet finder FastJet is working

choosing cleverly jet algorithm and dialing its 

parameters one significantly increases potential for 

searches for new physics 

lot of work ahead for noble causes: 
to better understand and to better use QCD



extras



the only existing dynamical model 
of the vacuum breakup 
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FastJet  web logs (2008)




